
 

 

 

NINETEENTH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL MARITIME LAW ARBITRATION MOOT 

Update from the Moot Director 20 June 2018 

 

Hello teams and coaches,  

Preparations are proceeding apace and our colleagues at the University of Queensland have 

organised an amazing experience for you all. The memos from all teams will be posted on the 

website by no later than close of business Friday 23 June.  

1. Grand Final panel 

I am delighted to announce that the grand final panel will be: 

Ms Jane Andrewartha, Partner, Clyde & Co, London; 

Mr Chris Douglas, Partner, Minter Ellison, Brisbane; and 

Mr Peter McQueen, Maritime Arbitrator, Sydney/France. 

 

2. Youtube channel 

We have a youtube channel ‘International Maritime Law Arbitration Moot’. It has several helpful 

videos. It includes two complete grand finals on its playlist. One video belongs to University of 

Southampton and is only available in full at the following link: 

http://youtu.be/Hzx4_-Ghn4I 
 

 

3. Familiarise Yourself with the Rules for the Oral Rounds 

1. For every moot, each team must provide an outline of submissions to the panel AND your 

opponents. Rule 5.2. 

Each team must supply three copies for the panel and one copy for their opponents. 

Double-sided copies are fine.  

There is no prescribed format for the outlines. There are some exemplars on our 

website. 

2. If you choose to use a bundle of authorities, you must supply one to both the panel and your 

opponents. Rule 5.2. 

 

3. No team is to introduce new evidence or facts beyond those in the scenario, unless they are 

a natural extension. See Rules 2.5 and 5.4. 

 

http://youtu.be/Hzx4_-Ghn4I


4. Speakers from the same team are to talk for equal amounts of time: the maximum 

difference is 2 minutes. (Eg speaker one 14 minutes, speaker two 16 minutes.)   

 

5. Speakers are to speak in one tranche of time, unless they are: 

 1) the respondent speaker where that speaker has been asked by the tribunal to address 

the panel on a jurisdictional challenge, or  

2) the claimant speaker who will be delivering the rebuttal.  

 

4. Participation Certificates 

Your nametag and participation certificate will carry the names as confirmed by you.  We regret that 

we cannot issue certificates for any person who does not attend the oral rounds in Brisbane.  

 

5. Travel and accommodation arrangements 

Please arrange to be in residence in Brisbane in time to attend the registration, briefing and 

welcome reception on the afternoon of Friday 29 June. The briefing is compulsory.   

 

6. We expect your team (or at least a representative) to attend the registration, opening reception 

and the awards function. At the awards function, teams will be eligible for a range of awards, not 

only related to excellence in the oral competition but also memo prizes, spirit and encouragement 

prizes. These events are also a great opportunity to socialise with other competing teams from all 

around the world. 

The first round of mooting commences on the morning of Saturday 30 June. 

Michelle Barron and I, together with and our colleagues and hosts at the TC Beirne Faculty of Law at 

University of Queensland, are very much looking forward to meeting you in Brisbane!  

In the meantime, keep track of developments by following us on twitter: @IMLAMMurdoch and 

tweet about your travels and preparations using the hashtag #IMLAM2018.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Professor Kate Lewins 

Moot Director 

k.lewins@murdoch.edu.au 
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